INTRODUCTION
Categorization or classification is tasked to classify a given data instance into a pre-specified set of categories. In the domain of text categorization, the task is called text categorization (TC) -given a set of categories (subjects) and a collection of text documents, the process of finding the correct topics for each document [1] . Typically, texts are represented with vectors of word's frequencies in the bag-of-words model. The problem with this approach is the dimensionality of the features vectors, which is equal to the number of different words in the collection [1, 2] .
One of the solutions for the dimensionality problem is Feature Selection which can be: heuristic, guided by linguistic and domain knowledge, or statistical [3] .
In linguistically guided approach, the dimensionality of the features vector is reduced with stop words (a, an, the, of, etc.) omission and lemmatization. Lemmatization changes each inflected word form with its lemma (walked, walks, walking -with lemma walk) and therefore reduces the dimensionality of feature vectors, which is of essence in morphologically rich languages such as Croatian. Some feature selection approaches ignore terms that are too frequent or too rare according to empirically chosen thresholds [3] . As data sets become more complex, heuristics are usually not sufficient. Therefore, another solution is to use measures such as Information Gain and Chi-Squere, to define relevance of each feature [4] .
Another approach to dimensionality problem is Dimensionality Reduction by Feature Extraction. It implies a much smaller set of synthetic features from the original feature set, using synthetic features rather than naturally occurring words. This will avoid the problems inherited from natural language (polysemy, homonymy, etc.). Using word groups, instead of individual words as features, with a high degree of semantic relatedness, proved to be justified in clustering [1] . Systematic approach -Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) is based on this principle [1] .
In this paper we propose opposed approach based on Non-Standard Words (NSWs) as features. Instead of bagof-words, we construct the bag-of-NSWs, and use them to train different text classifiers. The peculiarity of proposed approach is in using NSWs which would usually be omitted from the text during the text cleaning procedures. Non-standard words are: numbers, dates, time, abbreviations, acronyms, currency, measurement units, etc. Text normalization transforms NSWs in their extended form: the abbreviation /dr./ into /doctor/ or acronym /SMS/ into /Short Message Service/.
The motivation for this work rises from an idea that discarded characters and numbers are sufficient for discrimination of classification of the text categories, reducing the feature vector dimensionality at the same time [2] .
The paper is organized as follows: Section II. presents methodology of text normalization and categorization, Section III. presents the data collection, NSW features extraction procedures and training of classification models. The results are presented in the end of Section III. The paper concludes with discussion and some future work considerations.
II. METODOLOGY AND RELATED WORK

A. NSW extraction
Traditionally, in the field of natural language processing (NLP), normalization is the process of transforming the unit into its normal form (i.e. lemma). Normalization is also the first step in the text preprocessing of Text-to-Speech (TTS) systems. It is performed in the normalization module, which is responsible to identify a NSW token and to transform it into its expanded form [5, 6] . Text Normalization for Croatian Speech Synthesis is described in [7] . In this work, the Croatian NSW taxonomy driven rule based approach was used for NSWs extraction [7, 8] .
Module for normalization initially detects the NSW and separates it from standard words. Then, detected NSW is transformed into its expanded form, suitable for the TTS system. In this experiment, the process of transforming NSW to expanded form is not required. Instead, we detect each NSW and determine its NSW type as is suggested in taxonomy for classification of nonstandard words in Croatian language [8] . In addition, every occurrence of NSW for each NSW type is counted. Our approach identifies NSWs and then normalizes detected NSWs following the taxonomy of Croatian NSWs by combining programmed rules and the lookup dictionary.
B. Text categorization
Text categorization is tasked with assigning one of predefined classes to a document. Usually text categorization is performed using a bag-of-words model borrowed from information retrieval (IR), and most often based on TF-IDF model [1] [2] [3] . Documents are represented as feature vectors, which are, according to the bag-ofwords model, unordered list of words with the frequency of their occurrence in a document. Inverse document frequency is used to model the rareness of terms in a document collection. Feature vectors are used to train the classifier, usually Bayesian classifier, k-nearest neighbor (kNN), classification tree or support vector machines (SVM), etc. [1, 3, 9] . Some of the techniques for the vector dimensionality or the feature space reduction are: stop words and NSW removal [10] , lemmatization or morphological normalization [11] -NLP based principles; selecting the most discriminative subset of features (document frequency, information gain, mutual information, odds ratio, etc.) -called feature selection [4, 12] -or deriving new smaller set calculated from original features -called feature extraction [13] .
Our approach is presented in Figure 1 .: in the first step -we detect all NSWs from the text; in the second stepfor detected NSWs we assign its type (number, abbreviation, date, etc.); in the third step -we construct the bag-of-NSWs; in the fourth step -we train the classifiers. Finally, as a result of the text categorization we obtain the texts which are organized as categorized collection of texts -every text is associated with one of the possible categories.
III. NSW BASED TEXT CATEGORIZATION
A. Data (SKIPEZ)
For the purposes of normalization and categorization tasks we prepared the collection of texts in Croatian language -SKIPEZ (Službeno, Književno, Informativno, Popularno, Edukativno, Znanstveno). SKIPEZ contains 390 texts organized in 6 predefined classes: official, literature, informative, popular, educational and scientific. The distribution of text over classes is balanced so each class contains exactly 65 texts. Texts were selected according to their relevance to the class and according to the % of contained NSWs, because we needed a balance between both aspects in order to train a classifier. SKIPEZ statistics is shown in Table I ., and additional details about SKIPEZ are in [14] .
The content of texts in each subclass was carefully selected, in order to capture as many different and representative text in each class used and contain representative set of NSWs, in order to compile the exhausted list of Croatian NSWs is shown in Table II 
B. NSW Extraction Procedure
The NSWs were extracted from the SKIPEZ text collection according to the approach presented in [7, 8] that summarize the total number of instances of certain NSWs subclasses that are inter-related and can be classified in the same superclass. These are respectively: total of full date, total of incomplete date, total of references, total of numeration, total telephone numbers, total of range, total of decimal numbers, total number of fractions, total number of road designations, total number of electronic addresses, total of ordinal numbers, total of nominal numbers, total of roman numbers, total number of abbreviations, total number of measurement units, total number of acronyms, total number of office designation, total number of formulas and total number of jargon terms.
The first representation of SKIPEZ collection is a feature set composed from NSW type frequencies. For each document the features vector contains 85 values (as listed above). 
OVERALL 390
The second representation of text, based on the NSW frequencies, represents the base from which the values of the features are derived. In this case, the statistics serves as a tool for obtaining metadata from the previously calculated frequency of NSW occurrence. For each element of the population, therefore each vector, we calculate some of its numerical characteristics called statistical features [15, 16] . The main idea when choosing a feature vector is utilizing the basic statistical features, which can describe the dispersion of identified patterns of NSW in a particular text.
The statistical characteristics of each population (each vector) were counted. We observed the vector elements as a sequence of elements and determined the individual values of absolute and relative measures of dispersion: the arithmetic mean, the range of variation, standard deviation, variance, coefficient of variation, and also a measure of flatness and a measure of asymmetry. We then calculated the statistical characteristics exclusively for superclasses (string, number, and string + number) -higher classes from taxonomy (Figure 2. ). This second group of calculations observes dispersion patterns within the superclass, i.e. numerically describes the statistical characteristics of the NSW dispersion in three superclasses. We calculated the following characteristics: the arithmetic mean of superclass, interquartile q3, interquartile q1, interquartile Iq, coefficient of quartile deviation and coefficient of variation.
The third representation of texts is formed as a union from the features of the first and second representations, therefore includes all their values. Through the combination of features, we try to take advantage of the knowledge that was previously extracted from all the texts, on the principle "the more, the better".
In experiments with all 3 feature sets we conduct an iterative process of adding the created vectors for each text, we gradually form a bag-of-NSWs model (term-bydocument matrix) -see Figure 1 . Since we used supervised machine learning, during the bag-of-NSWs construction to each feature vector we assign its actual category (see Table II .).
C. Categorization Results
We trained the Naive Bayes, Classification Tree, kNN, CN2, C4.5, and Random Forest using the Orange [17] toolkit. As the measure of classification performance we used accuracy (1) [9] .
where a correct classification means that the learned model predicts the same class as the original class of the test case.
The results of trained classifiers (Naïve Bayes, Classification Tree, kNN, CN2, C4.5 and Random Fortest) are obtained for three different feature representations using 5 fold cross-validation. The text categorization results using the first feature set -NSW frequencies are shown in Table III .; using statistical features in Table IV . and for combination of features in Table V. The experimental results can be analyzed twofold: by accuracy of different classifiers and by accuracy with respect to different types of representations in collection - Figure 3 . Random Forest achieves the highest accuracy and Naïve Bayes the lowest in all representation of the collection. The accuracy of all classifiers with statistical features is generally worse than the frequency features Table  VI . The highest accuracy was achieved for the class of informative texts, while the worst was achieved in the class of scientific and educational texts. The obtained results of classification leave room for discussion about the possibility of unification or reduction of scientific and educational domains because in this 2 categories is the highest number of misclassified texts. The science and education are closely related and they share the division of the subareas, fields and branches.
The worst scores for educational and scientific domain can be explained as an error that is probably caused by the fact that the educational and scientific texts are equally distributed in the scientific and artistic areas, fields and branches as required by the National Council for Science, and for Republic of Croatia Ministry of Science, Education and Sports, available at [18] . On the basis of this criterion texts are selected for SKIPEZ collection. Classifier failed to recognize the scientific style of writing. Encyclopedic texts, journals, articles and dissertations are apparently very similar to school textbooks, teaching materials and manuals through the NSW perspective.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This paper presents categorization of Croatian texts using Non-Standard Words (NSW) as features. Results suggest that non-standard word forms can be used as features for representation of texts in text categorization. The associated NSW taxonomy is suitable form of background knowledge on the basis of which NSW can be automatically extracted from texts. It has been shown that the NSWs carry enough information about the nature of text, which is suitable for further classification. With this approach, it is possible to significantly reduce the dimensionality of feature vectors (space) and at the same time achieve good text categorization results. Using NSWs feature, the feature vectors have several times lower dimensions then the original ones and this way reduces the problem of sparse data.
Bag-of-NSWs approach is suitable for inflectional languages because extremely reduced dimensionality (only 85 features) which can avoid the procedure of lemmatization of words or morphological normalization.
Obtain results should be compared with standard TF-IDF classification method. Since the literature presents the support vector machine as successful, it would be appropriate to examine whether a classification using SVM provides better results than the Random Forest algorithm. In further work we plan to extend our work to the field of micro texts classification, since SMS and twitter texts contain a lot of NSWs. 
